NOTE:
KR-TR1 IS TOP RAISE POLE
WITHOUT 200 OR 300 MOUNTS

POLE AND BUSHING
MUST BE PURCHASED
TOGETHER

THRU MOUNT FOR MODEL 300
REFER TO DRAWING KR-3-SB

TOP RAISE INDICATOR SWITCH
REFER TO DRAWING KR-I-SB

OFFSETS FOR MODEL 200
REFER TO APPROPRIATE DRAWINGS
(KR-2-SB, ETC)

FOR 16/3 CORD USE KRM89099
FOR 12/2 CORD USE GSM20686

9 8-32 X 3/4 PHL RHMS SS       YES  KRM89002-1 2
8 8-32 HEX NUT SS              YES  GSM30035 2
7 STRAIN RELIEF HEYCO 1214 (FOR 16/3 CORD) YES  KRM89099 1
7 STRAIN RELIEF HEYCO 1260 (FOR 12/2 CORD) YES  GSM20686 1
6 POP RIVET, 1/8 X 1/4 ALUMINUM YES  14071 2
5 BOTTOM CABLE CLAMP           YES  KRM89002 1
4 CLAMP COLLAR ASSEMBLY       YES  KR-1-LC  1
3 BUSHING                     NO   KR25030  1
2 INNER POLE 1 3/8 OD         NO   KRM89003 4 FT
1 OUTER POLE 1 7/8 OD         NO   KRM89004 4.83 FT

Dimensions are in inches unless otherwise noted.